
HOW TO WRITE AN OPINION ESSAY ON A BOOK

To write a successful opinion essay, make sure to follow these stages: pre-writing , direct speech, a sentence from a
book or play;; ask a rhetorical question.

Drafting Leave room for comments on the margins. Body â€” the best part of an opinion essay that contains
all the findings and arguments. Question 4, above, is the most important question to answer well. Example
Let's go back to Romeo and Juliet for a second, and see how steps one and two are illustrated in the following
example. The second, third, and fourth sentences give a bit of background on the storyline and then the fifth
sentence concludes the first paragraph yet provides a smooth transition into the second paragraph. Do proper
research to prove your thesis, and this is the section where you will state most of those facts. This is a
summary of what has been discussed and to leave the reader on a high. So your first sentence is pretty
straightforward and tells what book you read and who the author is. In my opinion, marriage has become
antiquated the way it is and the way we know it. In the conclusion, tell them what you told them. Do we need
stricter laws to combat cyberbullying? Marijuana is known for its healing benefits. Should the government
place a tax on junk food? Health benefits from marriage â€” do they really exist? You could also include an
opposing viewpoint in a paragraph. Fast writing Quickly write down the ideas without paying much attention
to grammar and stylistic mistakes. That was your 4th grade teacher. Romeo is banished Her hobby is reading,
travelling and blogging. Writing an Opinion Essay Like an Expert An opinion essay is the one where the
writer can freely state their viewpoint thoughts, feelings, or beliefs on a selected topic. The opinion essay
outline is very simple, and it doesn't differ much from other essays'. Do not be afraid to remind the reader of
your most impactful facts. What to include in each paragraph? Are athletes, soccer players, artists, and actors
being overpaid? Fear not! But how do I start? With that being said, your outline also makes writing later much
easier. Mastering this formula can take a student from a non-writer to an above-average writer. In my opinion,
our society needs to redefine marriage and encourage everyone to decide who they are and what kind of
relationship works for them. You can find a paraphrasing tool online free of charge, to help you word your
thesis better.


